


The 43 Seawalker is the culmination of decades of superb Italian craftsmanship & 
design. Featuring a walkaround deck with a modular layout, the 43 Seawalker gives 
owners the freedom to enjoy the ocean to the fullest, without compromising either 

interior space or comfort.



SPECIFICATIONS

45’ 3” 13' 3' 4” 2x Volvo IPS 60042



DECK PLANS





















THE YACHTCREATORS OWNERSHIP PROGRAM

We want buying and owning a Fiart to be exciting and 
stress-free so we created an industry-first offering that sticks 
to this promise from the moment you're introduced to our 
brand.

TRAINING. Your Fiart will be delivered by one of our 
professional fleet captains who will dedicate up to 4 hours with 
you to ensure that you understand your boat, how to maintain 
it, and even some helm time!

FIRST TRIP. You'll be armed with training and itching to do 
your first cruise, but it's common that you will forget some 
things once the distractions of friends, music, and other boats 
come into play so let's take the scary away... one of our 
captains will accompany you on your first trip (up to 4hrs) to 
help jog the memory and make you look like a star :)

MAINTENANCE AND WARRANTY. Much like a baby, the first 
year of a boat is crucial to ensuring a happy boat and satisfied 
boater. Experience has taught us that preventative 

maintenance is usually the key to this so we aim to get ahead 
of the curve by sending our professional team to visit/inspect 
your boat at the first 30 days after taking delivery, at 6 
months, and again at 11 months before your 1yr warranty 
expires. This is unheard of in our industry, but our goal is to 
exceed expectations and make you a boater for life.

PURCHASE & FINANCING. If purchasing an inventory Fiart 
then it's a simple 10% down and the balance due at closing. If 
financing, allow for 30 days for the banks to complete their 
work and count on a minimum 20% down payment. If ordering 
a Fiart built to your needs then you will have 10% down to 
reserve your hull followed by a series of stage payments. 
Financing options are available as well for new builds.

NEXT STEP. Select your model, the power package, custom 
options, and we'll send you the Purchase Agreement for easy 
signature from your phone or laptop. After your deposit is 
received you will select your exterior paint, main deck decor, 
and interior soft good package. Simple and fun!

FIART IS POWERED BY YACHTCREATORS WHERE WE BELIEVE THAT EVERYONE
SHOULD ENJOY THE SUPER YACHT EXPERIENCE.



@yachtcreators
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